
 

 

 

Release Notes                      March 3, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 03.03.21.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Patient Record views to bootstrap 4 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Inventory setting to allow Inventory Locations to replenish from the 

warehouse or create a vendor order 

[Business Enhancement] Update the New Restock Form when ordering from a warehouse location 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Restock flow for warehouse replenishments so users in the satellite 

location and users in warehouse have separate actions 

[Business Enhancement] Update the PO PDF for Inventory Locations restocking from a warehouse, so the 

information is clearer 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Restock Status page so users can only perform actions relevant to their 

location for warehouse restocks 

[Business Enhancement] Update the error logic for Inventory Locations replenishing from a warehouse 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Outstanding Restock Report for warehouse restocks 

[Business Enhancement] Address partial check-in Restocks on warehouse Restocks and ensure the Quantity 

Enroute is updating on the Stock by Item view 

[Business Enhancement] On the Warehouse show page add a new tab called Satellite Restocks so the 

warehouse users can better manage these restocks 

[Business Enhancement] Update the New Restock page for Inventory Locations that can only replenish from a 

warehouse 

[Business Enhancement] Add a new Pull page so a warehouse User can short ship a satellite location 

[Business Enhancement] Hide the Cancel button after a warehouse Restock has been Pulled 

[Business Enhancement] Keep users on the warehouse location page after cancelling out of a satellite Restock 

[Business Enhancement] Add a new button to warehouse locations on the Inventory Locations Index page so 

the warehouse Users can navigate directly to the satellite Restocks list 

[Business Enhancement] Add a new Restock view page on the warehouse Inventory Location page so the 

warehouse Users can manage satellite Restocks 

[Business Enhancement] On the Inventory Counts page, show SKUs for scanned barcodes that are not in the 

system, labeled New, so users can manage these items during a Count 

[Business Enhancement] Allow Users to search by Item Barcodes on the Inventory Location Stock by Item tab 

[Business Enhancement] Update DJO’s Patient Receipt page to list each product individually 

[Business Enhancement] Show the Remove button on all the Protocol show page tabs 

[Reports] Update the times on the Billing Summary and Incomplete PA reports to show in the Users time zone 

[Reports] Add the Unit Price to the Inventory Usage (Batch) report 

 



 

 

Release Notes Continued              March 3, 2021 
 

[Operational Enhancement] Add logic to determine if a payor is Medicare or not to correctly label the payor 

with the correct Payment Method when importing it onto the PA 

[Operational Enhancement] Update DJO’s Patient Receipt page to list each product individually 

[Operational Enhancement] Hide the Delete button on the Actions menu in DJO accounts so Stock Records 

cannot be inadvertently deleted 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the Education Information print screen font and formatting  

[Future Functionality] Fail messages for HiP 400 or 500 errors should be clearer to the user 

[Bug Fix] On BS tab, checking Select All, then unchecking is not unchecking the Select All checkbox at the 

bottom of the page  

[Bug Fix] Inventory Admin role lost some functionality 

[Bug Fix] Password expiration email should check for inactive users 

[Bug Fix] Select2 clear button for clinic dropdown is throwing an error when selected 

[Bug Fix] On the Protocol Approval page, add an outline around the signature box 

[Bug Fix] When selecting a status on the Protocol page, the filtered status does not update 

[Bug Fix] Nameerror PAs are not getting handled to show as Document Generation Failed in the UI 

[Bug Fix] Provider Usage report totals are not calculating correctly 

[Bug Fix] SSO Users should not be in password expire or expiring status 

[Bug Fix] Clicking Cancel from the Inventory Location edit page redirects Users back 2 pages prior 

[Bug Fix] In the Inventory Location edit page, the blank option cannot be selected on the Restock Warehouse 

drop down 

[Bug Fix] Phone numbers on ABNs for Direct customers should include dashes 

[Bug Fix] Add Stock Record modal on the Inventory Items index page does not show error if you try to create 

a new Stock Record that already exists 

[Bug Fix] Product show page is showing incorrect Outstanding quantities on a partial check-in 

[Chore] Fix duplicate IDs on main dashboard 

[Chore] Fix duplicate IDs on PA+BS+ICD pages 

[Chore] Add coding guidelines to README 

[Chore] Address Dependabot – bump specific gems 

[Chore] Switch on VeriFaux on the local environment so devs can commit the script 

[Chore] Restore changes from UI/Product show card 

[Chore] Remove all existing duplicate role ids for users in all environments 

[Chore] Set all Global Products rentable field to false 


